BATHERS, a project with actresses , dancers and specially designed sound instruments, based on
women's casual conversations in the dressing room of a swimming pool; DIONYSUS IN
DIZENGOFF CENTER, based on a book by Tamar Berger; a penetrating , in-depth investigation

The
Communication
ArtsandDepartment
of the
pre-history of a shopping mall in and
Tel Aviv;Theatre
MOTHER COURAGE
HER
CHILDREN by Bertolt Brecht, in Theater X-Cai Brecht Festival, Tokyo, Japan; SIGNALS, an

presents

original interpretation of traditional and modern Hebrew texts, with vocal artist Victoria Hannah, at
the Kitchen Theater, New York; AT SEA an adaptation of two stories about love, life and death
at the sea shore by S. Yizhar; DISGUST - a search into the anatomy of a basic human emotion,

CASES OF MURDER
as expressed by ordinary people stopped and interviewed on a street ; ISRAELI

STORYTELLING - a theatrical lecture with Ruth Kanner accompanied by acted theatrical scenes

from stories by prominent Israeli authors, in Archa Theater, Prague, Szech Republic, and The White
Stork Centre , Wroclaw, Poland; EUMENIDES by Aeschylus in Theater X-Cai, Tokyo.
Kanner's projects have won important Israeli awards.

November 9, 1938:
A protocol of fear brutality and death

Kanner also presents, in Israel and abroad, workshops on story-telling theater, on semiotic

techniques such as Laban's Movement Notation, on pragmatic speech act theories as sources of
staging and directing techniques.

Photo by Gadi Dagon

Ruth Kanner Theatre Group
(Tel Aviv University)
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This theatrical work is based on Manfred
Franke’s book Mordverläufe (Cases of Murder).
The writer reconstructs the acts of violence
committed against the Jewish citizens of his
own hometown during the night between the
9th and 10th of November 1938, Krystallnacht.
Using a montage of documentary and literary
means he reveals and exposes the mechanisms
of moral evasion, vague and ambiguous
talk and turning blind eyes that made these
atrocities possible.

Friday, February 27, 2009
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Multi-Purpose Room
2nd Floor, North Hall
Discussion to follow production

